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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
The Department of English conducted English association on the topic "Portrayal
of indelible women in Literature" on 19th of UOMarch in the Golden Jubilee
seminar hall. All the five classes including UG and PG had enthusiastically
participated and the winners were awarded with cash prizes.
Our chief guest Mr. Dileep Rangan is a talented theatre artist and documentary
film maker, who engaged the audience with his theatre skills and encouraged the
students to work more in the theatre field. Special thanks to our HOD Dr. Fathima
Banu, Asst. HOD Dr. Mehar Taj and our associate professor Dr. Aaliya Parveen,
and Mrs. Anis Fathima Faizal for helping us in the live streaming.
The department of English also organized the major Munthakhim essay writing
competition on "The Role of Education in promoting social and national
integration" on 6th March 2021. The students from other departments had
actively participated in this competition.

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
The Department of Psychology conducted a webinar about INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN’S DAY celebrations on 6th March 2021. Classical Dancer and Guru, Mrs.
MAYA SHYAM SUNDER was the resource person who enlightened us with
knowledge on the topic "Enhancing Personality through Dance", She highlighted
the beauty of art, saying that art joins everyone together.
She emphasizes that learning Bharatanatyam is equally important for everyone.
The speaker added that not confined to Bharatanatyam but any other art skill, it is
never too late to pick up the art and to enjoy the art. She concluded by saying
“We are women, we are achievers, basically mothers of our country, we pass on
our wonderful qualities and shaping our future generations”.
Mrs. DIVYA, Head of Corporate Social Responsibility and Employee Success,
Agilisium Consulting Chennai; was also the resource person who enlightened us
on the topic "Sustainable Living". She spoke about how our shopping affects our
environment and said that we start the day with plastic and ends with plastic. She
highlighted the harm done by plastic saying that plastics have harmed marine
lives and was found in the cord of a women’s womb which transfers food to the
baby.
Thus, she gives an alternative for a good environment starting from conventional
farming to go for terrace farming and organic vegetables also suggested Organic
Farms and Eco Indian for provisions and to avoid outside packed foods and to go
for homemade snacks. She concluded stating that we could say no to plastic and
go for sustainable products and organic foods.
The Department of Psychology conducted a seminar on 17 th March on the topic
Protecting the environment and the resource person of the day was Dr. Sultan
Ahmed Ismail, founder of ‘Vermitech’, Managing Director of the Eco science
research foundation, a non-profit organization, in Chennai. He was the Head of
the department of Zoology and later the department of biotechnology in New
college, Chennai.
Dr. Sultan Ahmed Ismail enlightened us with a talk about ‘for earth’s sake’. He
addressed the gathering, giving them great insights on protecting the
environment. He spoke about the harm that is being inflicted on nature, by

humans; and how urbanisation is leading to rapid decline in healthy living. He also
stated about climate change and global warming, farmers Bill, waste
management, sustainability, organic farming, oceanic conservation and
responsibilities of the current generation towards tomorrow’s betterment.
He concluded his talk focusing on being self-aware as individuals and maintaining
holistic health. It is an equally important responsibility of every single human to
safeguard the environment and asked the students to take care of the earth
especially not for ours’ sake but for earth’s sake.
The event was followed by a Q&A session with the audience and Dr. Sultan Ismail
Ahmed. After that, a felicitation ceremony for the final year students had been
conducted and the certificates were felicitated to the students by Dr. Sultan Ismail
Ahmed. Certificates of add on and value-added courses were distributed.

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORICAL STUDIES
The Department of Historical Studies has conducted Online Interdepartmental
competitions for UG Students on 27 th March 2021. The Theme for the
competition was vivificávit (Bringing past to life). The events were Paarambariya
kalaigal, Costume Play- Masrahiat Aizya, Quiz – kediz and Potpourri- Hua Xiang.
For paarambariya kalaigal and costume play the students were asked to record a
video and send it to the given mail ID. Quiz and potpourri were conducted online
through google meet platform. The results for the quiz and potpourri were
announced on the day of the event and for paarambariya kalaigal and costume
play the results were announced on 31st March at the valedictory function.
Valedictory function for the interdepartmental competitions was held on 31st
March 2021. The chief guest for the day was Dr. Mrs. Mercy Rajasekar CEO. The
winners were felicitated by the chief guest.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The world consumer rights day was celebrated on March 15 th 2021 in the Seminar
hall. The celebration began with invocation to almighty and followed by the
welcome address by Ms. Mahabuda beevi President of Consumer Rights
Association. The esteemed guest of the day was Dr.Muhina Begum Assistant Head
of the Department, commerce and Mrs. Shameem Associate professor of
Department of Commerce. Our guest welcomed the new office bearers of CRA by
distributing their badges.
After distribution of badgeswe had a special classical dance performance by Ms.
Sruthika P Nair from 1 st year B.Sc. Plant Biology and followed by a motivational
song sung by Ms. Gayatri R, Ms.jargavi P, Ms. sathya S and sudharna V from the
Singing team of Commerce department.
Next, we had an eye-opening session by Miss Smithy Sharma through zoom
platform Miss Smithy Sharma works in Amzon as a policy team head and her
session was about “Tackling Plastic Pollution”. She suggested students to avoid
plastic and recommended to use Eco -friendly bags and she highlighted how
Amzon has eliminated plastic in their packaging.
She stated about single use plastics and shared us the survey report of countries
and their percentage of using plastic and American countries plastic usage is 10

times higher when compared to India. And the entire session was about how to
eliminate plastic and how to start using eco- friendly bags and make the country
healthy by avoiding of plastic and recycling of single use plastic.
The program came to an end and vote thanks was addressed by Ms. Maryam
Hannah, Vice president of Consumer Rights Association. And the program was
organised by Mrs. Samsunnisa A and Mrs. Sameena N coordinators of Consumer
Rights Association.

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
The Department of political science conducted a webinar on the topic "GOOD
GOVERNANCE THROUGH E-GOVERNANCE IN INDIA" on 15th March 2021. The
resource person was Dr. K. Senthil Kumar M.A., Ph.D, Associate professor,
Department of Political Science, Alagappa University, Karaikudi. He also delivered
a speech on the topic "INDIA'S ROLE IN THE POST PANDEMIC GLOBAL ORDER" on
30th March 2021 through Google meet.
The Department of Political Science also conducted a webinar on "PIL AND
HUMAN RIGHTS" on 18th March 2021. The resource person was Dr. Sriranjini

Sivasubramanian M.L., Ph.D. Former head, Department of Human Rights and
Duties Education, Ethiraj college for women. She also delivered a speech on the
topic "PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE TIME OF THE PANDAMIC" on 29th
March 2021 through Google meet.
The Department of political science has inaugurated 'POLITICUS', the political
science association activities, on 20th March 2021. The chief guest was Mr. M.
Karthik, Patron, yuva shakthi youth welfare association/ faculty member of
Kamaraj IAS Academy, he also delivered a speech on the topic "PLAN THE
FUTURE: NATION AND THE SELF".

DEPARTMENT OF PLANT BIOLOGY AND BIO TECHNOLOGY
The Department of Plant Biology and Plant Biotechnology organized a Guest
Lecture by Dr. M. Gopala Krishnan, Asst Professor, Department of Botany,
Pachiyappa’s College for the third-year students on 19th March 2021 on the topic
“Invitro Techniques for Conservation of Endangered Plants” followed by a Handson Training program for the same. Dr. M Gopala Krishnan enlightened the
students about different techniques of Tissue culture and demonstrated the
procedure in the Laboratory, which was also performed by the students.
Inter Class Competitions Botanica 2021 was conducted by the Department of
Plant Biology and Plant Biotechnology on 20 March 2021 in which interested
students from all three years had participated enthusiastically in the competitions
held. Events like Photography, Video Making and Seed Pattern were held. The
judges for the respective events were Dr Mrs. G.A. Asif Jamal, Dr. Amutha
Ramalingam, Dr. Mrs. M. Parveen. Students had showcased their talents which
was judged accordingly and were awarded prizes by the respective judges.

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY
The post graduate and research department of Zoology conducted an interdepartmental competition named "ZOION" under the theme "AQUA-HOZEN" on
5th of March.There were three competitions , shipwreck, treasure hunt and
poster making. The program commenced with a short inaugral function in the lab
and the prayer was recited. We had 10 entries of students for Shipwreck, 16 for
Treasure Hunt and 20 participants for Poster Making. The Judg e for the poster
making was Dr.parveen, Mrs.Amtuz Zehra, the judge for Treasure Hunting, and
Dr.Lucky and Dr.Mubeen Sulthana judges for Ship Wreck. The refreshments were
provided to all the participants and the judges.We announced the winners with a
short valedictory function.

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (AN)
The Department of Business administration conducted its Intra-Departmental
competitions ''Grapple,Conquest 2021'' from the 4th to the 9th of March 2021
through the online platform Google meet.The events conducted by the
department allowed the students to pursue their interests outside the
standardized academic context. All these events were not only left identified by
the students but also gave them a new learning experience.
The First event 'RURAL G-BIZ' was conducted on the 4th of March,
2021.The judge for the event was Dr.Mrs. Shabina Shah.The participating teams
had selected a product of their choice which comes from the rural area. The
students had prepared a marketing plan, including the branding and sales
promotion strategies.
The Second event 'AD-SELFIE' and Third event 'AD-MAD' were conducted on the
5th of March, 2021.The Judges for the events were Dr. Sajida Begum and Dr. M.
Jabeen respectively. The participants were asked to post a selfie with their
product of choice and they had to come up with a new tagline for the product.
The Fourth event 'APEX SKIPPER' and the Fifth event 'E-QIUZ' were conducted on
the 6th of March, 2021.The Judges for the events were Dr. Mrs. Shabina Shah and
Dr.Sajida Begum.The participants were tested for their managerial skills through

various rounds.The preliminary round was conducted and 6 teams were
shortlisted for the final round in the E-quiz.
The Sixth event 'PAPER PRESENTATION' conducted on the 9th of March, 2021.The
event was judged by Dr. M. Jabeen. The participants were asked to prepare
presentations on the topic “Impact of Lockdown on Micro Small and Medium
businesses”.
All the events were organized online and the students showed their excellent
enthusiasm in learning organizational skills and improved their self confidence
and developed their individual personalities.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS(AN)
The Department of Mathematics conducted a paper presentation on the topic
"20th century Mathematician" as the first event of DESAFIO 2021. The event was
held on 6th of March 2021 through Google platform and judged by Dr. S. Lavanya,
assistant professor of Bharathi Women’s College, Chennai. The participants
presented about many famous mathematicians and achievements. Among all the
number of participants, MohanaSri of II MSc mathematics won the 1st

place, Shazia Tahseen of I MSc mathematics won the 2nd place and the third
place was shared between Neha J and ThahiraThaiba of I M. Sc mathematics.

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE(AN)
The Department of Computer Science organised a seminar on "GAME CHANGE
FUTURE TECHNOLOGY" hosted by JBAS College for Women, on the 20th of March
2021, Saturday between 12:45pm to 2:45pm. The students got a clear view on
gaming application with future technology and got to learn how new software
and technology were built into home computers to enable better gaming app and
also the availability internet , dial up bulletin board systems were used for online
gaming app. "Whether you are a gaming expert or not, there is no doubting the
enormous impact on the role of the gaming app's market has in the growth and
expansion of technology innovation solutions.

Playing a game can be defined as an activity that someone engages in for
amusement. We play games because it’s fun; it increases brain function, practices
cognitive skills and releases serotonin, the happy chemical. As technology has
advanced, the thrill and allure of playing games have only increased, with more
visual stimulus, creativity, and satisfaction." was the information and knowledge
the participated students got from the seminar.

WOMEN'S DAY CELEBRATION(AN)
The Department of Business Administration has organized a small event for it's
department to celebrate 'International Women's Day' on 8th March, 2021 from
1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. through online. This event also included a
Painting/Drawing Competition on the theme ''Women Empowerment''.
The resource persons of this event Dr. M. Anuradha and Dr. Padmaja
Priyadarshini spoke about their business experiences and the opportunities
available for women in public sectors. They motivated the students to achieve
great heights.
E-certificates were provided to all the participants.
VALEDICTORY CEREMONY
The Department of Business Administration has organized it's Valedictory
Ceremony ''Grapple Conquest'' on 10th March, 2021. In this ceremony, a detailed
report on the Intra Departmental events was presented and the winners of both
Women's Day drawing/painting competition and the intra department
competition were also announced.
The Guests of honour for this event were Dr. Mrs. Jabeen and Dr. Mrs. Sajida
Begum.

NATIONAL CADET CORPS
1. 39th CADOFEST- 5 Coy NCC INFANTRY
Our JBAS NCC Company participated in the 39 th Cadofest, an Intercollegiate NCC
Competitions conducted by DG Vaishnav college on 23 rd and 25th March in virtual
platform. Our team participated in various competitions like Contigent Drill,
Guard of honour, Individual Drill, Best Cadet, Asthra, Maitrayi, Samarvir, GK&GSK,
Quiz and Debate and a Special event known as ‘JEEVA SPARSAM’ on Social and
Environmental Awareness. Our Cadets Cpl S.HariPreethi, Cpl G.Almas, Cpl
R.Tahura won Best JS Presentation and Cdt A.Sakthi won Second Position in
Maitrayi event. All the other participants were provided with certificate of
Merit.
2. JEEVA SPARSAM EVENT
Under Jeeva Sparsam of 39 th Cadofest, JBAS NCC COMPANY conducted a series of
5 events based on Social and environmental activities. The events were Illiteracy
Awareness Program, Blood Donation Camp, Baby Dumping Awareness Program,
Art Gallery Cleaning Program, and Gender Inequality Survey. These were
conducted in the first week of March 2021. Our Cadets actively participated in the
events, creating awareness and stressing the importance of themes of the event
among the General Public. We publicized our events through our Official
Instagram. We strictly adhered to Covid-19 Protocols. We received positive
feedbacks from the Public. Our cadets worked with a hope that ‘A Single Initiative
can pave way for Million Changes’ and thus we look forward for betterments in
the society.
3. EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARAT CAMP
Our JBAS NCC COMPANY participated in 'EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARAT' camp
through online platform which was hosted by Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh
and Chandigarh Directorate from 22nd March 2021 to 27th March 2021. Our
Cadets Cpl S.Haripreethi, Cpl G.Almas, Cpl S.Sakthi Santhana, L/Cpl M.Archana,
L/Cpl E.Ramya, L/Cpl S.Monika and L/Cpl R.Karthika participated in Cultural and
Quiz competitions and we presented the ppt on the topic 'Greetings and Common
sentences in Tamil Nadu, Puducherry, Andaman and Nicobar'. In that one week,

the host directorate presented the ppts on the topic history, geography,
economics, good practice, SWOT Analysis; Presentation on Cultural Heritage,
Festivals, customs and Traditions; Learning about Cuisine and food Habits; Origin,
Script and Dialect; Greetings and common sentences of both the directorates. We
had an interactive session after all the Presentations. We also had a discussion on
languages and Leadership qualities of selected leaders of both Directorate We
had 'Dekho apna Desh' (video clippings of Historical and Tourism sites) and both
the Directorate displayed the extempore videos of co-cadets and at last we had
an debate on the topic 'Role of Youth towards Water conservation'. We won 1st
prize (Cash prize) in dance - Types of fusion dance of Tamil Nadu, Puducherry,
Andaman and Nicobar. Our Cadets participated actively in all the sessions and
learnt more about the CULTURE AND TRADITIONS of the host directorate.

YOUTH RED CROSS
YRC unit of JBAS college had conducted a series of competition to celebrate
International Women's Day on the topic "Where There Is A Women, There Is
Magic" on 8th and 9th of March 2021 through online platform. Many volunteers
had actively participated in Poetry Writing Competition and Letter Writing
Competition. E-certificates had provided to all the participants.
YRC unit of JBAS college had conducted Inter-departmental Competition on the
topic "The Spirit of Service” from 9th to 12th of March 2021 through online
platform and also offline. Nearly 250 students actively participated. E-certificates
had been given to all the participants. Prizes were also distributed for the best
works.

PLACEMENT UNIT
Placement unit conducted 6 programmes during the month of March 2021. The
programmes were conducted both on offline and virtual Platform.
Episource and magic bus-placement was conducted on 4th of March- many
students attended the programme and got shortlisted.
CSR incubation online drive- interested students took part and got benefitted.
Wipro-Digital workspace service desk job opportunity for non engineering
candidates. It was held on 13th of March.Students from various departments
attended the programme.
Protalk webinar was very useful for the students and the speaker for the webinar
was Mr.Lalit Malik,CFO dabur india he spoke on the topic financial management
in the session scheduled on 19th March between 5-6 pm

ACC protalk webinar was held on 12th of March. The webinar was very much
useful for the students.
CGPC career opportunities in investment banking webinar was held on 29th of
March from 10:00AM to 11:00 AM .The speaker for the webinar was Mr.Ahamed
khalid. The programme was conducted virtually in Zoom platform.
Many students have been selected for number of rounds and recruited. Students
are looking forward for more placements in the upcoming month .

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION CENTER
LIBFEST'21 was conducted on 6th, 13th and 20th of March 2021.
On 6th March 2021, Library and Information center of conducted a webinar on
the topic "Importance of spoken English". The speaker was Mrs. K. Pahlavi
mustafa, Assistant professor of English department, through cisco webex
platform. The webinar was conducted only for the UG final year students and
actively 115 participants attended the webinar.
On 13th March 2021, Library and Information center conducted a webinar on the
topic "Importance of spoken English". The speaker was Mrs. K. Pahlavi mustafa,
Assistant professor of English department, through cisco webex platform. The
webinar was conducted only for the UG second year students and actively 150
participants attended the webinar.
On 20th March 2021, Library and Information conducted a webinar on the topic
"Soft Skills and Personality Development". The speaker Mrs. K. Pahlavi mustafa,
Assistant professor of English department, through cisco webex platform. The
webinar was conducted for all the UG&PG students and actively 600 participants
attended the webinar.

LIVEWIRE UNIT
The Live Wire unit conducted an Offline talent show under the banner Kindered
Spirits - A chance to showcase your talents on 9th March 2021 in front of Library.

The program was inaugurated by the esteemed presence of our beloved Principal
ma'am, Dr. Shanaz Ahamed. We also had our Vice Principal ma'am of both FN and
AN, Librarian, Cultural coordinator, and core council members joining us on the
first day of the talent show. The program was lively streamed in the official
Instagram page of Live Wire unit in order to maintain social distancing among the
students.
The program was initiated by thanking the almighty for giving such a wonderful
opportunity. We also had an inspiring short lecture by our Principal ma'am and
Live Coordinator, Dr. P. Lalitha.
The first week of the talent show was set up for the students who were
passionate in composing tunes and singing. We had students from both FN and
AN who were brilliantly tuning with Guitar, keyboard and Parai. We also had
students singing spontaneously with different styles. This attracted a handful
number of Audiences.
The second week of the talent show was cooking without fire. The main objective
of the week was to bring fun and also analyse the importance they gave towards
ancient style of cooking in modern world and moreover, to know the nutritional
value of the food. We nearly had more than 10 teams participating per day.
Students joyfully contributed the food they prepared to the attendees of our
college in order to honour their commitments towards keeping our campus neat
and clean.

CULTURAL EVENTS’21 (AN)
The results for the inter departmental events were announced on the the 10 th of
March.

The Inter-Departmental Cultural Event-SAPPHIRE-“shining through the
city with a little funk and soul”was conducted online.
The events are listed below:
1. OODLE-OODLE-DOODLE! DOODLING

2. MIC DROP! SINGING
3. MOVES AND GROOVES! SPLIT SCREEN DANCE
4. TELEPATHY! 60 SECONDS TO SELL
5. GAME OF MEMES! MEME MAKING
6. SERENDIPITY! MISS JBAS

Events from Doodling to Meme making were all submission events via
online, submitted on 17 th of March 2021, whereas Miss JBAS was an
online live event conducted via Google meet on 18 th of March 2021.
1. Doodling: the Participants showed their own creative touch through
doodling, no specific theme as it was open and general. The
response from Participants were colourful and dynamite.
2. Singing:- The Participants had the liberty to use karaoke and

musical instruments and sing like a blue bird with
their melodious voice it indeed was a Mic Drop Competition.
3. Moves and Grooves:- The Split screen dance where 1 team had two

Participants despite the Pandemic the Participants not being together
the real challenge was the split screen and how there moves and
Grooves match on the screen was a real task
4. Meme creation:( please change the making into creation). The

Participants had to show their views on schools the Pandemic and a
little touch of humour, it really was a Game of Memes.
5. 60 seconds to sell :- There's always an understanding on what we

see and what we hear makes sense to reciprocate or just Telepathy
on it, 60 seconds to sell was all about advertising a product and
selling it in 60 seconds.
6. Miss JBAS :- The blissful event of Beauty with Brains was

conducted live and the Participants had to go through the first round
where in they speak about any topic for a min ute followed by an
elimination round with questioning then finally having our Miss
JBAS with two runner ups. The event was for sure a Serendipity.

The winners for the events are listed below:
1. DOODLINGHashma Begum- III (BCOM CS)
Fathima Afreen- III (BCA)
Arshiya Misbah- III (BCOM General)
2. SINGING-

Preethi.K-II (B.COM A&F)
Yamini-III ( B.A English Literature)
Madhumitha.K I ( BCA)
3. SPLIT SCREEN DANCE-

Urmila Maya & Preethi.K (III-II)-BCOM A&F
Meha Jabeen & Sarumathi (I-I) - TTM
Roziya Banu & Angu Preethika (III-II) – BCA
4. 60 SECONDS TO SELLAzeemunnissa- III(B.A English Literature)
Neha-III (BCA)
Naadiya Fathima- I (B.COM ISM)
5. MEME MAKINGazina Begum-III (BCA)

Krupanya- II (B.COM CS)
Sri Nandhuni-III (B.Sc Mathematics)
6. MISS JBAS-

Pooja Vishali-I (Statistics)
Ester-II (Microbiology)
Shreya-I (Business Administration)

MARAINODILE- The month of Aquamarine and Daffodil (AN)

The Majlis of Justice Basheer Ahmed Sayeed College conducted an event on
behalf of Women’s day called “MARAINODILE- the month of Aquamarine and
Daffodil” on Monday, the 8th of April 2021. The Majlis held several competitions
like Block and tackle, cosplay, photography, creativity writing and poetry. The
event took place via WhatsApp were the participated record themselves and send
a video along with the lot number given to each department. The winners were
given Titles like “Queen Marianodile” for the winner, “Queen Aquamarine” for
the 1st runner up and “Queen Daffodil” for the 2nd runner up.
Creative writing
The topic given to the participants was “THE WOMEN I ASPIRE TO BECOME”. The
participants were asked to write on the topic and submit in a PDF format and
send it through WhatsApp.
WINNERS:
1. Shruthy(Statistics)IIIyear.
2. Shreya(BBA)Iyear.
3. Thameem Sultana (Electronic and Communication) II year.
Self-made poetry
The topic given to the participants was “PILLOW THOUGHTS- BE PROUD OF WHO
YOU'RE” and were asked to write a poem on the topic. The participants were
asked to record themselves reading the poem and send the video via WhatsApp.
WINNERS:
1. MaimoonBeevi(BCA)Iyear.
2. AafreenJahan(Mathematics)IIyear. 3. Pranita(B.ComCS)IIyear.
Cosplay
“COSPLAY ON GREAT PERSONALITIES- THE VINTAGE 80'S TO 90'S ” was the topic
given to the participants. The participants were asked to dress up like a great

‘Women’ personality and explain themselves as the makeover in a video for about
3 to 4 minutes and send the recorded video via WhatsApp.
WINNERS:
1. ArshiyaMisbah(B.ComGeneral)IIIyear. 2. Shobana (Mathematics) II year.
3. Preethi(B.ComISM)Iyear.
Block and Tackle
“EMPTY MIND MAKES THE MOST NOISE” was the topic given to the participants.
The participants were asked to record a video of themselves for about 2 to 3
minutes blocking and tackling to the topic and submit it via WhatsApp.
WINNERS:
1. AafreenJahan(Mathematics)IIyear.
2. Pranitha(B.ComCS)IIyear.
3. ThaiybaAnjum(EnglishLiterature)IIIyear.
Photography
The topic given to the participants was “SELF PORTRAIT- BORN BEAUTIFUL/RAW
REFLECTION”. The participants were asked to set up a self portrait spot and take a
picture of themselves without no major editing. The participants were asked to
submit 3 photos and 1 fast forwarded video of them setting up the place for
1minute time and submit via WhatsApp.
WINNERS:
1. Shobana (Mathematics) II year.
2. AtbaFathima(B.ComCS)Iyear.
3. Lavanya.S(EnglishLiterature)Iyear.

STUDENT'S CORNER
INTO THE WOODS
A race with the wind,
In the way with no hint.
Full throttle in my bikes gear,
My hands with blood tear.

I freed my hands from breaks,
When road went without shakes.
A change in wind’s way,

Her path now a one way.

I felt my helpless eyes stand by….
Though I have captured all round by..
The titillating sound, from the lake flows…
With evening glitters upon, Kindles her glow…

A sudden alarm by our barking hero,
Made me realize my heart beats above zero.
Now the chirpy birds became my navigator,
With the hustling bees my radiator.
A green brown red cave can be viewed ,
when your eye angles renewed.
The diamond sprinkled shallow weeds,
A sparking view down the narrow heaps.

My black coated eyes….
Sparking in the beauty,cries..
A dog jerker, is much ok…
than a 6ft snatcher…

Thinking this I have to take a back way…
Though my wind lady's paths still calls long way….
______________________________________________________________

Sulaiha Nisma
Department of B.Sc Computer Science (AN)

THE DARK

The Dark is like emptiness
It bruises you like a fist

It can burn you inside out
While you debate or doubt
It may even cling to sanity
But only in reality

In your dreams

Your conscious screams
Of what is real and what's not
While you get not to get caught

About your thoughts
On the darkness that plots
To take over the land
When the sun fails to plant
To rise and fall
It may seem dark
But that's the point

Because, The only thing that counts
Is the darkness that mounts.

Halima hamna
Department of B.Com Corporate Secretaryship

ARTWORK

Razia Banu
Department of Computer Application(AN)

Shanmuga Priya
Department of B.Com A&F (AN)

Afrien Fathima.J, I
Advance Zoology (FN)

PHOTOGRAPHY

Sabha Sadullah M.S
Department of English (FN)

Rasmi
Department of Psychology (FN)

Arathi
Department of Internet Design & Décor(AN)

Sivapriya
Department of B.Com Honours(AN)

